Guanylate cyclase 2C agonism corrects CFTR mutants
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Introduction

Cystic fibrosis (CF) is a genetic disorder in which epithelium-generated fluid flow from the lung, intestine, and pancreas is impaired due to mutations disrupting CF transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) channel function. CF manifestations of the pancreas and lung are present in the vast majority of CF patients, and 15% of CF infants are born with obstructed gut or meconium ileus. However, constipation is a significantly underreported outcome of CF disease, affecting 47% of the CF patients, and management becomes critical in the wake of increasing life span of CF patients. In this study, we unraveled a potentially novel molecular role of a membrane-bound cyclic guanosine monophosphate–synthesizing (cGMP-synthesizing) intestinal enzyme, guanylate cyclase 2C (GCC) that could be targeted to ameliorate CF-associated intestinal fluid deficit. We demonstrated that GCC agonism results in functional rescue of murine F508del/F508del and R117H/R117H Cftr and CFTR mutants in CF patient–derived intestinal spheres. GCC coexpression and activation facilitated processing and ER exit of F508del CFTR and presented a potentially novel rescue modality in the intestine, similar to the CF corrector VX-809. Our findings identify GCC as a biological CFTR corrector and potentiator in the intestine.
prevalent CF mutations, which result in obliterated (G551D CFTR) or reduced (R117H CFTR) channel function at the cell surface, are responsive to CF potentiators such as VX-770 (ivacaftor) (17, 18). Irrespective of their fundamental defects, both F508del CFTR and R117H CFTR mutant proteins would ideally derive more clinical benefit from the combining effects of a corrector and increased cell surface-associated function (15, 17–19).

Using ex vivo (organoid culture) and in vivo (ileal closed loop) models to study functional mechanisms of the intestine, we unraveled a potentially novel molecular role of GCC in promoting rescue of F508del CFTR from ER retention. This pathway may further imply that the predominant expression of GCC and its activation in the gut would help alleviate CF-associated constipation and, overall, would be therapeutic, specifically to the GI system in CF.

Results

GCC activation stimulates CFTR function in intestinal stem cell model. Using RNA sequencing, we determined the expression levels of various guanylate cyclases and identified GCC as the most predominant member present in the ileum, while not significantly present in the large airways (trachea) of mice (Figure 1, A and B). This finding suggests that GCC signaling may have a specialized role in regulating intestinal physiology. To study this aspect of functional relevance of GCC in the gut, we synthesized a 14–amino acid GCC agonist peptide STcore (STc), which contains the GCC binding/activating region of heat-stable enterotoxin 2 (Sta2) and a peptide very similar to clinically used Lc (Supplemental Figure 1A; supplemental material available online with this article; https://doi.org/10.1172/jci.insight.93686DS1). STc- and Lc-activated GCC overexpressed recombinantly in HEK 293 cells and generated cGMP production of a similar caliber, but not in HEK 293 control cells (Supplemental Figure 1, B and C), confirming GCC-specific action of these peptide analogs. To establish the significance of the GCC pathway in intestinal signaling, we used an intestinal organoid culture method. Intestinal organoid culture is an elegant method to grow intestinal crypts in a laminin/collagen-rich matrix, which allow the crypts to form an enclosed structure called an enterosphere with a central lumen surrounded by the cell types of the mature intestinal epithelium (20, 21). Importantly, these structures represent key features of the in vivo structure and function of the source tissue. This closed structure of an enterosphere encompassing a central lumen allows investigators to study fluid dynamics (i.e., secretion and absorption) caused by physiological alterations in the epithelia that can result in either swelling or shrinkage of the enterospheres (22). It turned out that enterospheres are extremely useful models to study CFTR function in which forskolin, a cAMP agonist, induces rapid swelling of the enterospheres, with normal CFTR caused by fluid filling the central lumen as CFTR becomes active (23–25). Loss-of-function CFTR mutants fail to stimulate secretion in such an assay as demonstrated by us and others (23, 24). We studied the effect of GCC activation on CFTR-dependent fluid secretion and found that incubation with STc stimulated swelling in the WT/WT Cftr enterospheres (Figure 1, C and D). To confirm that STc-stimulated fluid secretion depends on GCC activation, we isolated enterospheres from Gucy2c−/− mice and observed the complete absence of STc-mediated swelling in Gucy2c−/− vs. Gucy2c+/+ spheres without any apparent loss of stimulated fluid secretion in response to cell-permeant stimulants 8-Br-cGMP and cAMP agonist forskolin (Figure 1, C and D). Next, we demonstrated GCC localization primarily on the inward-facing apical surface of the enterosphere, with markedly less expression detected on the basolateral side (Figure 1E). This differential GCC expression pattern led us to investigate the potential differences in GCC-stimulated secretion following the addition of GCC agonist peptide either to the basolateral or apical side of an enterosphere. Apical administration of STc by microinjection into the lumen of the enterosphere stimulated secretion at a level comparable with basolateral administration (Figure 1, F and G). Using a biotinylated peptide analog of STc, biotin-Lc, we found that biotin-Lc could transcytose across the epithelial cell lining of the enterosphere (Supplemental Figure 2, A and B). This apparent transcytosis pathway may explain the lack of difference in fluid secretion, irrespective of the side of ligand application to the enterosphere (Supplemental Figure 2, A and B). Next, we tested whether STc-mediated intestinal swelling is caused by CFTR activation. STc-dependent secretion decreased in the presence of the CFTR inhibitor CFTRinh-172 (Figure 1H). CF mice (F508del/F508del Cftr) do not have CF-associated lung pathology but are valuable for studying CF-related intestinal obstruction, and there is a high incidence of postweaning mortality associated with MI (~60% occurrence rate) (4). Treatment with STc failed to stimulate secretion in the enterospheres isolated from F508del/F508del Cftr mice and stimulated secretion only following incubation of F508del/F508del enterospheres at low temperature (28°C, 24 hours), which
Figure 1. Validation of intestinal spheres as model to study GCC-stimulated fluid secretion. RNA-seq analysis demonstrates relative abundance of transcripts of various guanylate cyclases in (A) ileum and (B) trachea isolated from WT/WT Cfr (n = 3) and F508del/F508del Cfr (n = 3) mice. (C) Bright-field images represent fluid accumulation in the lumen of intestinal spheres isolated from WT (Gucy2c+/+) and GCC- KO (Gucy2c−/−) mice in response to various CFTR activating agonists. (D) Bar graph shows quantitation of fluid secretion in intestinal spheres corresponding to basal or no stimulation and in response to STc (500 nM, 30 min), 8-Br-cGMP (250 μM, 30 min), and forskolin (FSK, 10 μM, 30 min), all added in the media and calculated from n = 5–10 enterospheres from 2 mice in each group. Data is ± SEM with P value by 1-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s adjustment for multiple comparisons. (E) Confocal images of intestinal spheres showing GCC-specific immunostaining predominantly present on the apical side of the spheres. (F) Image of an intestinal sphere depicting microinjection of STc into the lumen of the structure. BL, basolateral; AP, apical. (G) Bar graph shows quantification of fluid secretion in intestinal spheres corresponding to basal or no stimulation and in response to STc delivered in the media or microinjected into the lumen calculated from n = 5 enterospheres. Response to FSK was tested after adding the reagent into the media. Data is ± SEM with P value...
permits an escape of ER-retained F508del CFTR protein (ref. 26 and Figure 1, I and J). Both STc and Lc stimulated the production of cGMP in WT/WT Cftr and F508del/F508del Cftr enterospheres to a similar extent, suggesting no apparent difference in GCC activation potential between these 2 genetic backgrounds (Supplemental Figure 2C). Transcript levels of GCC did not differ between WT/WT Cftr and F508del/F508del Cftr, exhibited an effect similar to that of VX-809 (Figure 2, A and B). Incubation of F508del Cftr HEK 293 cells with STc (500 nM, 24 hours) enhanced the rescue of F508del CFTR protein only in GCC-expressing cells and upon a low temperature shift (Figure 2A). GCC coexpression and activation enhanced chloride transport activity of F508del CFTR measured using (6-methoxy-N-[3-sulfopropyl] quinolinium; SPQ) chloride indicator (Figure 2C). An extensive colocalization was observed between F508del CFTR and GCC, especially in the post-ER compartments (Supplemental Figure 2E). Based on our quantum dot–based (Q dot–based) tracking of biotin-Lc, we observed internalization and accumulation of Q dot–labeled biotin-Lc in ER/post-ER compartments and colocalization with F508del CFTR protein clusters (Supplemental Figure 2F). Notably, GCC coexpression also enhanced the protein expression of WT CFTR, suggesting that the correcting potential of GCC is not dependent on the presence of a folding defect mutation like F508del in CFTR (Supplemental Figure 3A). To establish the functional relevance of GCC-mediated correction of F508del CFTR, mouse F508del/F508del Cftr enterospheres were treated with increasing concentrations of STc (50–1,000 nM) for 24 hours (Figure 3, A and B). We observed a concentration-dependent increase in fluid secretion in F508del/F508del Cftr enterospheres upon short-term stimulation with forskolin (10 μM, 30 min) (Figure 3, A and B). The rescued enterosphere-swelling response was abrogated at a STc dose < 500 nM and mitigated at a dose of 1,000 nM in the F508del/F508del Cftr enterospheres treated with CFTRinh-172 prior to stimulation with forskolin (Figure 3B). Based on this observation, there may be a component of CFTR-independent rescue of secretion by STc at a concentration of 1,000 nM in the intestinal organoids, most likely through regulation of Na+ absorption. Treatment of F508del/F508del Cftr enterospheres with STc (500 nM, 24 hours) did not significantly alter CFTR, GCC, NHE3, and Lgr5 (intestinal stem cell marker) transcripts (Supplemental Figure 3B). Using CFTR-specific immunostaining, we found that STc treatment partially resolved F508del CFTR protein aggregates in F508del/F508del CFTR enterospheres and improved membrane localization of the mutant protein (Figure 3C). Next, we tested whether GCC activation–mediated functional correction is selective to the F508del CFTR mutant protein because of its inherent folding problem. Following a 24-hour prior incubation period with STc (50 nM), an increased CFTR-dependent fluid secretion was also observed in mouse R117H/R117H Cftr enterospheres (Figure 3, D and E). This finding may be relevant to our previous observation that GCC also increases the protein levels of fold-normal CFTR (Supplemental Figure 3A). Together, these observations provide important insights into the effects of GCC agonism in rescuing CFTR mutants independent of the type of mutation — findings not previously linked to this mechanism, which may support a novel, generic outcome of GCC agonism on CFTR-dependent intestinal physiology.

Using a closed intestinal loop model, we further demonstrated the in vivo relevance of Lc administration in the functional restoration of F508del CFTR. Cholera toxin (CTX), an enterotoxin from vibrio cholerae that can cause excessive CFTR functional activation via stimulation of cAMP production,
when injected into a closed loop will cause release of fluid in the loop that can be weighed to assess CFTR function (9). F508del/F508del Cftr mice received an oral gavage containing either PBS or Lc (150 μg/kg) and were subjected to CTX-loop experiments and short-circuit (Isc) measurements after 24 hours; WT/WT Cftr mice served as controls (Figure 4A). Lc-treated mice accumulated 3.6-fold more fluid in the loop, compared with almost no secretion in the PBS-treated group (Figure 4, B and C).

Correction of F508del CFTR is typically assessed by the restored amounts of cAMP-stimulated Cl– currents. CFTR-dependent Cl– currents were monitored in jejunal and ileal segments separated from PBS– and Lc–oral gavaged (PBS-OG and Lc-OG) F508del/F508del Cftr mice and control WT/WT Cftr mice (Figure 4, D and E). CFTR-dependent Cl– currents were restored by 4.2-fold in Lc-subjected compared with PBS-subjected intestinal segments (Figure 4E). Hence, Lc partially restores mutant CFTR function in the gut.

Figure 2. Long-term exposure to STc corrects and rescues F508del CFTR mutants. (A) Western blot data to study the amount of FLAG F508del CFTR B and C with and without recombinant expression of GCC or treatment with GCC agonist STc (500 nM, 24 h) in HEK 293 cells. A set of F508del CFTR-expressing cells was subjected to temperature rescue (TR). CFTR was immunoprecipitated using resin-conjugated with 24-1 anti-CFTR antibody and probed using anti-FLAG M2-HRP. This experiment was independently repeated 5 times and generated similar result. SE, short-exposure; LE, long exposure; IN, input. (B) Representative confocal images of YFP-tagged F508del CFTR expressed in HEK 293 cells under the following conditions: empty vector (pCDNA3), HA-GCC coexpression, and VX-809 treatment (2 μM, 24 h). YFP WT CFTR was expressed in the cells separately to mark intensive localization of a fold-normal CFTR protein at the plasma membrane (PM, indicated by white arrows). (C) Dequenching of SPQ fluorescence to study chloride transport activity of CFTR in HEK 293 cells upon stimulation with forskolin (10 μM) expressing no CFTR, WT-CFTR, F508del CFTR + pCDNA3 treated with STc (500 nM, 24 h), F508del CFTR + GCC treated with STc (500 nM, 24 h), and F508del CFTR treated with VX-809 (2 μM, 24 h). SPQ signal was quenched using NaI at the end of the experiment. Error bars represent ± SEM calculated from n = 6 wells from 3 independent experiments. P value by 1-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s adjustment for multiple groups.

Long-term GCC agonist exposure rescues mutant CFTR function in CF patient–derived intestinal organoids. Patient-derived duodenal biopsies are a valuable resource for initiating long-term intestinal culture, and the generated organoids/enterospheres closely mimic the functional profile of the donor intestine. To establish the therapeutic relevance of GCC activation to CF, we isolated human intestinal spheres from patient biopsies carrying the F508del/F508del CFTR mutation (patient 1), F508del/R117H 7T/9T CFTR mutation (patient 2), and G542X/R74W, V201M, D1270N mutation, an example of a complex
CFTR allele (i.e., multiple mutations within the same CFTR gene; patient 3) (Table 1 and Figure 5, A, B, and E–H). Patient 1 enteroids demonstrated rescue of CFTR-dependent fluid secretion upon treatment with STc (500 nM, 24 hours), VX-809, and TR (Figure 5, A and B). F508del CFTR–dependent short-circuits did not improve in primary human bronchial epithelial cells treated with STc (500 nM, 24 hours), demonstrating the intestine-specific effect of STc on F508del CFTR correction between the airways and the gut (Figure 5, C and D).
While STc rescued CFTR function in patient 2 spheres, no such correctional effects were observed upon treatment with Orkambi (VX-809 + VX-770) or Kalydeco (VX-770) monotherapy (Figure 5, E and F). Functional synergism was observed between STc and VX-770 (13% vs. 7% in the control group), suggesting that patient 2 might derive benefit from combination therapy with Kalydeco and a GCC agonist. The R117H Cftr, although retaining partial CFTR function, can be affected by poly-T/TG tract mutation such as in patient 2’s case and may cause up to a 90% loss of CFTR function, as with the 5T variant (27, 28). Importantly, severe CF scenarios have been reported to be associated with the R117H (7T/9T) variant in CFTR (29). Noteworthy is the high sweat measure (105 mmoles/l) of patient 2, suggesting a possibility of severe CFTR defect in this patient (Table 1 and Figure 5, E and F). Patient 3–derived intestinal spheres exhibited the highest response to Kalydeco (35%), although CFTR function trended to increase in the presence of STc (Figure 5, G and H).

**Discussion**

In this study, we elucidated that administering GCC-activating ligands rescues mutant forms of CFTR that may potentially restore intestinal fluid transport in CF patients with constipation resulting from mutant CFTR functional deficit. About 15%–20% of CF patients show signs of severe intestinal obstruction (i.e., MI, which can be treated surgically) (30). Constipation is quite common but less addressed and poorly managed in CF patients. CF GI symptoms are usually not fatal but can become a prolonged issue and need to be addressed effectively.

The available CF models, including mice and pigs, have a high degree of MI penetrance (60% in mice and 100% in pigs), unlike humans. Murine and porcine intestines are functionally able in terms of GCC signaling but extremely poor in terms of mutant CFTR expression (31–33). According to the study by Stoltz et al. (2015), Linaclotide alleviates CFTR functional deficit in CF mice. (A) Experimental outline for testing the effect of orally administered Lc in F508del/F508del Cftr mice in vivo by using closed intestinal loop experiment and ex vivo by monitoring CFTR-mediated Cl– currents in isolated intestinal segments. Isc, short-circuit currents. (B) Representative images of distal intestinal loops from the small intestine of F508del/F508del Cftr mice subjected to either a PBS-OG or Lc-OG 24 hours prior to surgery with WT/WT Cftr mice as controls and injected with cholera toxin (CTX, 1 μg) to stimulate CFTR function. (C) Dot plot represents measurement of the net fluid secretion (log transformed) in the intestinal loops in response to CTX corresponding to PBS-OG (n = 7), Lc-OG (n = 6), and WT control (n = 6). All data are represented by mean ± SEM. P value by ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test. (D) Representative traces of murine intestinal segments isolated from F508del/F508del Cftr mice with either PBS-OG or Lc-OG. CFTR function was activated using forskolin (10 μM) and IBMX (100 μM) and inhibited using GlyH-101 (100 μM) at the end of the experiment. (E) Dot plot represents measurement of maximal Isc increase (log transformed) in the intestinal segments corresponding to PBS-OG (n = 6), Lc-OG (n = 6), and WT control (n = 4). All data are represented by mean ± SEM. P value by ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test.
and colleagues, at least 20% of WT CFTR transcripts, which will produce normal functional CFTR, and >25% of WT CFTR–mediated anion secretion are needed to prevent MI in F508del/F508del \( \text{Cftr} \) pigs (32). The protein expression of F508del CFTR in mice and pigs (~7% of WT CFTR) falls well below the 20% threshold. Furthermore, the physiological stimulation of F508del CFTR is expected to be much more diminished compared with WT CFTR, suggesting that MI is expected to be highly penetrant in these CF species (33). Consistently, the GI manifestations in \( \text{Cftr-KO} \) pigs are strikingly similar to those in \( \text{CftrF508del/F508del} \) pigs. The presence of modifier genes and environmental influence may be a genetic advantage in humans for MI over genetically unmixed CF mice and pigs raised in a controlled environment (34). According to a previously published study, higher scores of MI prevalence associate with more severe CF mutations (G542X [0.31], F508del [0.22], and G551D [0.08]) and clinical phenotypes (pancreatic insufficiency and low forced expiratory volumes [FEVs]) (30). Hence, there is an evident genotype-phenotype correlation between CFTR expression and MI. Prior studies suggest that intestinal F508del CFTR can be partially processed to form band C in humans and pigs (33, 35, 36). Whether GCC signaling in the gut renders the potential of intestinal epithelial cells in these species to process mutant CFTR protein warrants accumulating more experimental evidences.

The intestinal stem culture system to generate organoids has become a valuable tool to study structural and functional aspects of the intestine ex vivo and can potentially be modeled to study genetic and infectious human diseases (37, 38). This intestinal culture model and its capability as a robust assay of CFTR functional assessment allow estimating the CF modulator response ex vivo and develop personalized medicine for CF patients. In this study, we demonstrated the feasibility of testing the potential CF therapeutic agent Lc in the enterospheres derived from CF subjects with different CFTR mutations and pathological manifestations. Importantly, all 3 tested subject enterospheres responded positively to STc/Lc. Hence, the type of CF mutation does not become a limiting factor in therapeutic application of STc/Lc.

**Methods**

**Mice**

F508del/F508del \( \text{Cftr} \) mice used in the study were either from in-house colonies or provided by Craig Hodges (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina, USA). The strain was originally generated by Kirk R. Thomas at the University of Utah (Salt Lake City, Utah, USA) (39). The mice were maintained in a barrier facility at CCHMC and were fed normal chow, but they were treated with water containing an osmotic laxative (Colyte) composed of Polyethylene glycol 3350 (18 mM), NaCl (25 mM), KCl (10 mM), NaHCO\(_3\) (20 mM) and anhydrous Na\(_2\)SO\(_4\) (40 mM).

Intestinal fluid secretion (in vivo) measurement or closed intestinal loop experiment

F508del/F508del \( \text{Cftr} \) mice (body weight 20–22 g) were oral gavaged with either PBS or Lc (150 \( \mu \)g/kg) and were deprived of food for 24 hours prior to surgery. Mice were anesthetized under isofluorane,
Figure 5. GCC agonism improves fluid secretion in CF patient–derived enterospheres. (A) Representative images of CF patient 1–derived F508del/F508del CFTR enterospheres depict secretion in response to forskolin stimulation under various treatment conditions: STc (50 nM and 500 nM, 24 h), VX-809 (2 μM, 24 h), and temperature rescue (TR). (B) Dot plot depicts fluid secretion calculated from n = 15–32 enterospheres corresponding to the treatment conditions described in A. Data represents mean ± SEM with P value calculated using 1-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons test. (C) Representative traces of short-circuit current (Isc) (left) in primary human bronchial epithelial cells carrying F508del/F508del CFTR untreated or treated with STc (500 nM, 24 h) or VX-809 (2.5 μM, 24 h). CFTR-dependent chloride transport was stimulated using forskolin (10 μM) and IBMX (100 μM) and inhibited with CFTRinh-172 added at the end of the experiment. (D) Bar graph represents quantitation of Isc measured in above-described treatment conditions (n = 3 independent experiments) and normalized to the untreated control. Data represents mean ± SEM. P value calculated by 1-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s adjustment. (E) Representative images of CF patient 2–derived F508del/R117H/7T/8T CFTR enterospheres depict secretion in response to forskolin stimulation under various treatment conditions: VX-809 (2 μM, 24 h), VX-770 (2 μM, 24 h), VX-770 + VX-809, STc (50 nM, 24 h), STc + VX-809, and STc + VX-770. (F) Bar graph depicts fluid secretion calculated from n = 5–14 enterospheres corresponding to the treatment conditions described in E. Data represents mean ± SEM with P value calculated using 1-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons test. (G) Representative images of CF patient 3–derived G542X/R74W, V201M, D1270N CFTR enterospheres depict secretion in response to forskolin stimulation under various treatment conditions: VX-809 (2 μM, 24 h), VX-770 (2 μM, 24 h), VX-770 + VX-809, STc (50 nM, 24 h), STc + VX-809, and STc + VX-770. (H) Bar graph depicts fluid secretion calculated from n = 5–14 enterospheres corresponding to the treatment conditions described in G. Data represents mean ± SEM with P value calculated using 1-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons test.
and physiological conditions were maintained (O2 and body temperature) throughout surgery. A small abdominal incision was made to expose the distal region of small intestine. Intestinal loops (~2 cm) were exteriorized and isolated (2 loops per mouse). The closed loops were then injected with 100 μl of PBS alone or PBS containing CTX (1 μg). The abdominal incision and skin incision were closed with surgical sutures, and the mice were allowed to recover. After 6 hours, the mice were sacrificed by CO2. Intestinal loops were removed, and loop fluid weight was measured to quantitate net fluid secretion.

Chemicals and antibodies
Chemicals used in this study include Forskolin, 8-Br cGMP, IBMX, GlyH-101, amiloride, and CTX from MilliporeSigma and CFTRinh-172 from Tocris, VX-809, and VX-770 from Selleckchem. Antibodies in this study included anti-CFTR antibodies R1104 (Eric Sorscher lab, CF Center, University of Alabama, Birmingham, USA [presently, Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia, USA]), 24-1 (MAB25031, R&D Systems), and CF3 (ab2784, Abcam); anti-HA (3724, Cell Signaling Technologies); and anti–FLAG HRP (A8592, clone M2, MilliporeSigma). STc was custom synthesized from American Peptide Company. Chloride indicator SPQ was purchased from (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

Cell transfection
HEK 293 cells were obtained from ATCC and were prepared in regular medium (DMEM/F-12 10% FBS, 1% penicillin-streptomycin). Human GCC cDNA was a gift from Kris A. Steinbrecher (CCHMC). Cells were transfected with human HA-GCC (HA tag was inserted at amino-acid position 39) cDNA by using Lipofectamine 3000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Transfected cells were studied after 48 hours.

Cell lysate preparation and CFTR immunoprecipitation
HEK 293 cells stably expressing FLAG-F508del CFTR were lysed in PBS 0.2% Triton X-100 containing protease-inhibitor cocktail (1 μM aprotonin, 1 μM leupeptin, and 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride). FLAG-CFTR was immunoprecipitated from whole-cell lysates in 2 ways: first, by using FLAG-conjugated resin (MilliporeSigma) and, second, by cross-linking 24-1 CFTR antibody to protein A–conjugated resin by using disuccinimidyl suberate cross-linker. Proteins immobilized on beads were eluted using a low-pH, glycine-based elution buffer containing 0.2% Triton-X-100. Samples were incubated for 10 minutes at 37°C and subjected to SDS–PAGE and Western blot following standard protocols.

Intestinal crypt isolation and quantitation of fluid secretion in enterospheres
Preparation of mouse intestinal crypt and quantitation have been thoroughly described previously (25). Human crypts were isolated and cultured as reported earlier (40). For fluid secretion measurement with the high-content microscope, total organoid area was calculated before and after forskolin treatment.

Immunofluorescence
Mouse intestinal organoids were fixed using 3.7% formaldehyde for 10 minutes at 25°C. Cells were then washed 2 times with 1× PBS and embedded in warm HistoGel (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Cells were permeabilized using PBS 0.3% Triton X-100 for 30 minutes at 25°C. After a brief wash, cells were blocked with goat serum (Biocare Medical) for 1 hour at 25°C. Intestinal organoids were incubated with CF3 antibody (1:25) or GCC antibody (1:50) (41) at 4°C overnight, washed with PBS 0.05% Tween buffer, and incubated with mouse secondary antibody (Alexa Fluor 488 or 568, 1:500, Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 1 hour at 25°C. For F-actin staining, phalloidin 488 was used (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and — in the final step — intestinal structures were mounted in Vectashield mounting medium with DAPI (Vector Labs). Stained intestinal organoids were examined using a confocal microscope (Olympus FV1200).
SPQ assay
HEK 293 cells (1 × 10^6) expressing no CFTR, WT CFTR, and F508del CFTR ± GCC treated with STc (500 nM, 24 hours) were plated in a clear bottom black well plate. Cells were treated with 10 mM SPQ prepared in 1:1 Opti-Prep medium/water solution for 10 minutes at 37°C (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Cells were washed once with 130 mM NaI prepared in SPQ buffer (20 mM HEPES, 10 mM glucose, 4 mM KNO₃, 1 mM Ca(NO₃)₂.4H₂O, and 1 mM Mg(NO₃)₂.6H₂O). Cells were incubated in NaI buffer for 20 minutes each for a total of 3 times at 37°C. Cells were washed once in 130 mM NaNO₃ prepared in SPQ buffer. For baseline measurement, cells were incubated with 130 mM NaNO₃ buffer, and fluorescence was measured at 360Ex/460Em for a total of 5 time points in Flexstation 3 (Molecular Devices). CFTR-activating agent forskolin (10 μM) was added to the cells, and readings were taken for a total of 10 time points. Signal was quenched using 130 mM NaI buffer at the end of the experiment.

Short-circuit current measurements
Polarized human bronchial epithelial cells cultured on Costar Transwell permeable supports (filter diameter 12 mm) were mounted in an Ussing chamber system (Physiologic Instruments) maintained at 37°C (42). Epithelial cells were bathed in Ringer’s solution (mM) (basolateral side: 140 NaCl, 5 KCl, 0.36 K₂HPO₄, 0.44 KH₂PO₄, 1.3 CaCl₂, 0.5 MgCl₂, 4.2 NaHCO₃, 10 HEPES, 10 glucose, pH 7.2, [Cl⁻] = 149), and low Cl⁻ Ringer’s solution (mM) (apical side: 133.3 Na-gluconate, 2.5 NaCl, 0.36 K₂HPO₄, 0.44 KH₂PO₄, 5.7 CaCl₂, 0.5 MgCl₂, 4.2 NaHCO₃, 10 HEPES, 10 mannitol, pH 7.2, [Cl⁻] = 14.8) in the presence or absence of VX-809 (2.5 μM) and STc (500 nM) at 37°C and saturated with 95% O₂ and 5% CO₂. Cells were treated first with amiloride (50 μM), and after current stabilization, CFTR was activated by adding 10 μM forskolin and 100 μM IBMX on the apical side. CFTRinh-172 (20–50 μM) was added to the apical side at the end of the experiment to verify CFTR dependency of the currents.

Distal intestinal segments were isolated from F508del/F508del Cftr mice oral gavaged 24 hours earlier with either PBS or Lc (150 μg/kg) and WT/WT Cftr mice as controls and were bathed on both surfaces in the Ussing setup with a solution containing (in mM) 140 NaCl, 5 KCl, 0.36 K₂HPO₄, 0.44 KH₂PO₄, 1.3 CaCl₂, 0.5 MgCl₂, 4.2 NaHCO₃, 10 HEPES, pH 7.2, at 37°C and gassed with 5% CO₂. CFTR was activated using apical 10 μM forskolin and 100 μM IBMX on the apical side. CFTRinh-172 (20–50 μM) was added to the apical side at the end of the experiment to verify CFTR dependency of the currents.

Measurement of whole-cell cGMP
HEK 293 cells expressing HA-GCC or without an expression of GCC were treated with STc 500 nM and IBMX for 30 minutes at 37°C. F508del/F508del Cftr and WT/WT Cftr murine enterospheres were treated with STc and Lc (500 nM each) for 60 minutes at 37°C in the presence of IBMX. Cells were lysed in 0.1 N HCl 0.2% Triton-X-100 and centrifuged at 800 g, and the supernatant was collected and used for cGMP-specific ELISA following the manufacturer’s protocol (Enzo Life Sciences).

Biotin-Lc tracking
For Q dot–based biotin-Lc tracking, HEK 293 cells with and without stable expression of HA-GCC were incubated with biotin-Lc (2 μM) for 30 minutes in no phenol red DMEM medium at 37°C and washed 3 times with the same medium. Streptavidin-conjugated Q dot 655 (1:1,000 dilution, Thermo Fisher Scientific) was added to the medium and incubated for 5 minutes. Cells were subsequently washed 6 times with no phenol red DMEM medium and imaged on an inverted Olympus wide-field microscope (IX51) in a temperature-controlled environment (37°C).

For biotin-Lc tracking, intestinal organoids were incubated with biotin-Lc (2 μM) for the time points 1 minute, 5 minutes, and 60 minutes at 37°C in HBSS and, at the end of the time point, immediately washed 3 times with HBSS and fixed in 4% formaldehyde. A set of organoids was kept at 4°C and incubated for 60 minutes with biotin-Lc (2 μM). Organoids were permeabilized using 0.3% Triton-X-100 for 30 minutes and blocked in 2% BSA PBS-Tween at room temperature. Organoids were incubated with streptavidin-conjugated Texas red (1:250) and incubated for 2 hours at room temperature. Organoids were washed 3 times with PBS-Tween, mounted in DAPI-containing medium, and imaged using a confocal microscope (Olympus FV1200).

Real time PCR
RNA was extracted using Qiagen RNeasy Mini Kit. cDNA was synthesized using SuperScript III Reverse Transcriptase (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Sybr green–based real time PCR was performed using prevalidated primers for different murine genes (mCFTR, mNHE3, mLgr5, mHistone H3, and mGAPDH).
Statistics

The statistical significance was calculated using 1-way ANOVA with appropriate adjustment of P value in experiments with multiple groups. P < 0.05 was considered as statistically significant. All the experiments were repeated in at least triplicates.
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